
MEDICAL MATTRESS EXPERTS

Custom Sizing



Every patient is unique and no two care environments are necessarily the same.
We readily acknowledge that with patients well-being and staff safety is at stake, we cannot take a ‘one-size suits all’ 
approach. 

All Forté Healthcare products are manufactured and designed in the state of the art manufacturing facility in Armidale, 
Australia. Common sizes and models are held in stock, the rest is made to order. This means Forté can customize any 
product to suit your specific needs. 

Sizing & Dimension Customizations

Any standard or custom product can be made to suit any requirement and bed platform – from neonatal and paediatric 
needs through to king size luxury domestic beds, truncated stretcher mattress or complex acute care bed systems. 
No longer do caregivers and patients have to compromise on achieving the perfect fit and function and we can ensure 
comfort and aesthetic requirements are met. There is so much depending upon the Sleep Surrface performing correctly 
and our bespoke, individualized approach ensures optimal outcomes. 

Some of the favourite size customisations include:
Split Queens
Double/Queen/King Size Zephair Air Mattress System Partner mattress
Cuddle Beds (read more below)
Extra Height - 250-350mm increased height to match existing bed frames or achieve optimal transfer height

Rest assured, All customisations are checked off by our Research & Development team to ensure the therapeutic 
function of the mattress is not impeded by the requested customisation. 

Speak to Forté today to request further information! 

Cuddle Bed Mattresses

Whilst Forté Healthcare designs mattresses specifically for pressure care, we have a strong emphasis on patient well-
being, comfort, compliance and holistic care. 
Much research shows that offering a high level of care whilst accommodating as much independence and normality as 
possible has powerful, positive impacts on people’s lives. 

Forté will customise any mattress to accompany a ‘Cuddle Bed’, encouraging normal partner sleeping and minimising 
anxiety, isolation, strangeness among patients. This includes in acute care applications such as palliative and maternity 
wards. 
Forté Healthcare offer ‘Cuddle Bed’ solutions in low-high risk static foam surfaces and also high-very high risk air 
systems

Speak to Forté today ask what can be done to help!
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